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Most Countries Had Some Conflict in Last 50 Years

Source: Blattman and Miguel (2010).



But, Conflict is More Likely in Poorer Countries

Source: Blattman and Miguel (2010).



But, Conflict is More Likely in Poorer Countries

Source: WorldMapper.



What Role are Commodities Price Shocks Playing?
Today’s Lecture

Longstanding view: resources are among deep drivers of conflict

“The International Grains Council estimates that inventories of soy, wheat, barley, and
corn are reaching their highest volume in 30 years. ...

And what has caused this explosion in grain supplies? Prices. ...

Todays lower prices could discourage investment and reduce future production, ushering
in another period of higher prices. This cycle is nothing new, but in recent years it has
been shaped by new drivers (climate change, demographic change, volatile global
economic conditions) that make the swings more frequent and the range of variation
more extreme. ...

The problem with these developments is that greater food-related volatility will bring
about social and geopolitical instability.”

The Atlantic, October 2014
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What Role are Commodities Price Shocks Playing?
Today’s Lecture

I Longstanding view: resources are among deep drivers of conflict

B huge impact on income and state revenues in poor countries

I Explosion in macro and micro research on commodity price/trade
shocks, resource discovery, and conflict

I Four interrelated mechanisms pervade this literature

1. opportunity cost
⇑commodity prices =⇒ ⇑income/wages =⇒ ⇓conflict

2. state as prize
⇑commodity prices =⇒ ⇑value of public sector =⇒ ⇑conflict

3. state capacity
⇑commodity prices =⇒ ⇑suppression of opposition =⇒ ⇓conflict

4. feasibility
⇑commodity prices =⇒ ⇑capability to finance rebels =⇒ ⇑conflict
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Basic Methodological Approach

Data
B country, subnational, or grid cell-level conflict measures

B world commodity prices

Regression (location i , commodity c)

conflictit = β∆pricec
t × exposurec

i︸ ︷︷ ︸
price shock

+θi + θt + εit

B exposurec
i captures production intensity and linkage to export markets

Key Assumptions
B conflict in i does not affect world price

B exposure in i is predetermined

B exposure strong enough to affect incentives



Roadmap: Commodity Price Shocks and Conflict

1. Learning about mechanisms
(Bazzi & Blattman, 2014 AEJ: Macro; Dube & Vargas, 2013 ReStud)

2. Vast heterogeneity and unpacking null results with better data
(Berman & Couttenier, 2014 ReStat; Berman et al, 2014 Working Paper)

3. NAFTA, the decline of maize, and drug violence in Mexico
(Dube et al, 2014 Working Paper)
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Bazzi and Blattman (2014)

I Different commodity price shocks help distinguish mechanisms

B annual crops: opportunity cost
labor-intensive, low taxability (e.g., oilseeds, food crops, livestock)

B extractive products: state prize/capacity
capital-intensive, high taxability & licensing fees (e.g., tin, nickel, oil)

B perennial crops: in between
small & large holders, medium taxability (e.g., cocoa, lumber, palm oil)

I We reconcile disagreement in prior cross-country literature by

B expanding coverage of commodities (65) and years (1957-2007)

B consistent specification choices: time dependence, onset vs.
continuation vs. intensity, shock persistence, robustness



Export Commodity Price Shocks

Index of real export prices for country i in year t

Pit =
(

Π65
j=1 p

wij,t−k

jt

)
/cpit

I pjt is dollar-denominated world price of commodity j ,

I wij,t−k avg. share in primary exports t − 2 to t − 4 or fixed at 1980 value

Price shock for country i in year t

shockit = (ln Pit − ln Pi ,t−1)×
XiT

GDPiT
,

I XiT/GDPi,T is average commodity exports over GDP from 1978-1982

Decomposing shockit = SA
it + SP

it + SE
it

I SA
it : annual goods; SP

it : perennial crops; SE
it : extractive products
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Key Specification Choices

Typical empirical specifications of the form

conflictit = τi + τt + δi × t + shock′itθ + εit

constrain effects of shocks to have identical effects onset and continuation.

We relax this restriction and estimate each relationship separately

onsetit = τo
i + τo

t + δo
i × t + shock′itθ

o + εo
it

endingit = τ e
i + τ e

t + δe
i × t + shock′itθ

e + εe
it

which is akin to a fully dynamic model (Beck and Katz, 2011).

We explore six conflict measures but view the episodic ones (UCDP/PRIO
and COW) as most theoretically relevant.



Aggregate Price Shocks on Conflict Onset
Null Effects

Estimated by LPM including country and year FE and country-specific time trends. Standard errors clustered by country.
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Aggregate Price Shocks and Conflict Ending
Moderate Positive Effects but Robustness Unclear

Estimated by LPM including country and year FE and country-specific time trends. Standard errors clustered by country.



Disaggregated Price Shocks and Conflict Ending
Moderate Positive Effects for Specific Crops but Robustness Unclear

Estimated by LPM including country and year FE and country-specific time trends. Standard errors clustered by country.



Systematic Robustness Checks

I (1) drop the X/GDP rescaling; (2) include all “price-makers”; (3) use 3% price-maker

cutoff instead of 10%; (4) use 20% price-maker cutoff; (5) replace time-varying weights

with fixed 1980 weights; (6) censor price shocks at 1st and 99th percentile; (7) drop

country-specific time trend; (8) drop year FE; (9) drop country FE, (10) controlling for

consumption/import price shocks

=⇒ none appear to be driving the results

Conflict Onset Conflict Ending
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Absence of Heterogeneous Effects

I Also, test for differential effect of price shocks in high-risk countries

B regime types: non-democracy, anocracy, factional partial democracy

B high vs. low ethnic polarization

B high vs. low initial income level

B high vs. low income inequality

B sub-Saharan Africa

I No systematically different effects for conflict onset or ending in even
the most at risk countries
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What about conflict intensity?
Disaggregated Price Shocks and Battle Deaths

Estimated by LPM including country and year FE and country-specific time trends. Standard errors clustered by country.



Key Takeaways

I Price shocks have no systematic or robust effect on new conflict

B but, effects may exist conditional on import price shocks and
heterogeneous w.r.t. ethnic dominance (Janus & Riera-Crichton, 2014)

I Consistent with new skepticism re resource stocks and conflict
(e.g., Cotet & Tsui, 2013)

B but, effects may exist heterogeneous w.r.t. ethnic resource control
(Morelli & Rohner, 2014)

I Some evidence that shocks hasten end of existing conflicts

B but, difficult to disentangle opportunity cost from state capacity

I Evidence is least supportive of state prize motive

I However, absence of evidence 6= evidence of absence. . .



Exploring Mechanisms in Colombia
Dube and Vargas (2013)

I Case study of Colombia using rich microdata

=⇒ evidence of both state prize (oil) and opportunity cost (coffee)

conflictjrt = αj + αt + δr t + γcocajr t + X′jrtφ

+λ(oiljr × Poil
t ) + ρ(coffeejr × Pcoffee

t ) + εjrt

B conflictjrt : number of guerilla attacks, paramilitary attacks, clashes or
casualties in municipality j , region r , year t

B cocajr = 1 if coca growing region in 1994

B oiljr (coffeejr ): oil (coffee) production level

B Poil
t : log international price

B Pcoffee
t : log internal price (instrumented with other country exports)



Results in Pictures: Coffee
Dube and Vargas (2013)



Results in Pictures: Oil
Dube and Vargas (2013)



Results in Numbers
Dube and Vargas (2013)



Roadmap: Commodity Price Shocks and Conflict

1. Learning about mechanisms
(Bazzi & Blattman, 2014; Dube & Vargas, 2013)

2. Vast heterogeneity and unpacking null results better data
(Berman & Couttenier, 2014; Berman et al, 2014)

3. NAFTA, the decline of maize, and drug violence in Mexico
(Dube et al, 2014)



Salvaging the Cross-Country Approach with Better Data
Berman and Couttenier (2014)

I Observation unit: 0.5×0.5 degree latitude/longitude cells in
sub-Saharan Africa, 1980–2006

I Granular geocoded conflict data: ACLED (II) and UCDP-GED

I More precise measures of exposure and duration of shocks

B crop suitability and distance to ports
B banking crises in trading partners



Refining the Measure of Shocks

1. World demand for agricultural output from cell c in country i

WDct =
∑

p

αpc MW
(−i)pt

where MW
(−i)pt is world import value of commodity p less i

I Measuring α: share of crop p in cell c

B FAO Agro-Maps and -GAEZ suitability, M3-Crops (Monfreda et al, 2008)

2. Export-weighted exposure to banking crises

crisis exposureit =
∑

j

(
exportij

exporti

)
1(crisisjt)

I 1. transitory shock; 2. persistent shock (also consider AGOA)



Agricultural Commodity Demand Shocks Reduce Conflict
But, Shocks are Moderated by Proximity to Ports/Borders



Export Commodity Demand Shocks Reduce Conflict
But, Shocks are Moderated by Proximity to Ports/Borders



But, Results are Weak(er) at the Country Level. . .



But, Results are Weak(er) at the Country Level. . .
Due to Unmodeled Heterogeneity and Aggregation Bias



Unpacking Heterogeneity in Bazzi & Blattman (2014)

I Strong negative effect of shocks on local conflict

B effect primarily on cells open to trade =⇒ null effects in aggregate
cross-country

I external income shocks affect geography and intensity of ongoing
conflict, but not necessarily onset

I evidence most supportive of opportunity cost mechanism

I but, agriculture less amenable to state prize/capacity mechanisms. . .



Berman, Couttenier, Rohner, and Thoenig (2014)
Mining Resources Analogue to Prior Paper

I 700 mines 27 minerals, time-varying production 1997–2010
(Raw Materials Database)



Demanding Within-Cell Identification
Rising Prices =⇒ Rising Conflict



Spillovers Across Space



Key Takeaways

I Mineral price shocks explain 13-21% of average violence in
sub-Saharan Africa over the sample period (!)

I Results are consistent with rich micro evidence on gold and coltan
from DR-Congo (Sanchez de la Sierra, 2013)

=⇒ state prize mechanism may dominate in regions with weak states

I Also, spillovers evidence consistent with the feasibility mechanism
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Dube, Garcia-Ponce, and Thom (2014)

I Explosion in drug trade and violence in Mexico since early 1990s

=⇒ major economic costs and political upheaval

I Two major approaches to limiting drug production

1. target and prosecute the cartels and traffickers
2. raise the opportunity cost of growing drug crops in rural areas

I Did NAFTA cause the explosion in drug production and violence?

I Post-NAFTA, maize prices in Mexico collapsed and became
susceptible to weather conditions in maize-growing states in the U.S.
and exports from other major maize growers



NAFTA and the Decline of Maize Fortunes



Maize Suitability: Opportunity Costs



Marijuana Production



Poppy Production



Drug Violence: Opportunity Costs, State as Prize,
Feasibility



Key Findings: Dube et al (2014)
59% drop in maize prices from 1990–2005 associated with. . .

I drop in rural wages

I increase in local poppy and marijuana eradication and seizures

I increase in local cartel presence and killings

with effects concentrated in areas suitable for growing maize

=⇒ support for opportunity costs (and state as prize)

. . . further work needed to quantify relative importance of NAFTA and
fully disentangle mechanisms



Concluding Thoughts

I One-size-fits-all relationships remain elusive

=⇒ general laws of price shocks and conflict unlikely

I Micro case studies help distinguish between competing mechanisms,
and better data now allowing for cross-country approach to do same

I Future research should

B continue to refine mechanisms with theory lens

B explore policies for breaking link between commodities and conflict
(e.g., redrawing administrative borders, Bazzi & Gudgeon, 2014)
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